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Terror Expert: BRD Terror Will Definitely Continue 

This interview with a prominent university professor 

and self-proclaimed "expert analyst of trends in terror" 

was made avaiJable to the Executive Intelligence 
Review shortly after the Sept. 5 kidnapping of West 

German industrialist Hanns-Martin Schleyer. 
The professor discussed his qualifications as an expert 

on terrorism, citing both his participation in a number of 
conferences on terrorism and his extensive oontact with 
the European university strata which often functions as 
the support networks to protect terrorists in Europe. In 
the excerpts of the interview below, the professor 
describes the terrorists as "radical" and "socialist, " the 
standard line currently used by terrorist controllers to 
legitimize terrorist activity as "antifascist resistance. " 

Q: Do you have a new evaluation of the Baader-Meinhof 
group and West Germany's ability to handle terrorism, 
following the kidnapping of Schleyer? 
A: Yes. It is clear that the Baader-Meinhof group is 
more highly organized and considerably larger than had 
previously been recognized by the Germans. The West 
German government believed that they had contained 
the situation and had arrested most of the terrorists. 
They .even told the public that the Baader-Meinhof 
terrorism couldn't happen. It is now clear that they don't 
know who all of the people in this organization are or the 
extent of their activity. They have, in short, made a 
major mistake. These are highly trained intelligent in
dividuals who are capable of organizing, planning, know 
how to get weapons and materials necessary for fulfilling 
their objectives. They obviously have access to foreign 
funds, and definitely have training programs outside the 
country. 

Q: What are their overall objectives and goals? 
A: The organization is devoted to radicalism and 
socialism, which is reflective of the outlook of the 
younger generation in the country today. I think their 
long-term

' 
objective is to bring about � change of 

government in Germany, or a change in social political 
attitudes more reflective of their socialist outlook. They 
can be compared to the Sparticist revolutionaires in the 
1920s, who used the same violent terrorist tactics to bring 

down the government. Once this younger generation 
comes into power there are going to be major changes, 
more socialization of industry and services. You have to 
look at the German political spectrum from its own 
frame of reference, which developed out of the turn of the 
century period; what would be considered a liberal here 
in the U.S. would probably be looked on as very con
servative in Germany. 

Q: Where do you see the Baader-Meinhof terrorism 
moving in the future; are there any clear trends in their 
activity? 
A: Well, it is definitely going to continue. It looks like 
they are moving toward the targeting of industrialists, 
banks and prominent individuals, very much like the 
developments of terrorist organizations in Brazil several 
years ago, where the terrorists began kidnapping and 
actually executing major industrial figures from foreign 
countries if their demands were not met. I think this is 
going to be a major threat to all prominent industrial 
figures and banking officials in Germany at this time. 

Andreotti - Communist Party Collaboration 

Target Of Terrorist 'Hot Autumn' 
On Sept. 5. the executive of the Italian Communist 

Party (PCI) issued a sharply worded warning that forces 
among the extreme left and certain (Fabian) networks 
among Christian Democrats and the trade unions were 
moving to provoke a "violent autumn" of unprecedented 
proportions this year. The warning followed on the heels 
of a series of provocations launched by hundreds of 
fascist "autonomisti" youth at the annual PC I-organized 
Unita festivals in Milan and Trieste, as well as 
provocative announcements by Fabian trade-union 
leaders of their intention to mobilize the mass of 650,000 
unemployed Italian youth this fall as the battering ram to 
topple the alliance between the PCI and the Andreotti 
government. 

The agreement between the PCI and Andreotti has 
become the prime target for those Wall Street and 
London investment houses typified by Lazard Freres and 
represented in Italy by Enrico Cuccia, president of the 
giant Mediobanca. This Cuccia-Lazard circle, with its 
historic control of "left extremist," Socialist Party, and 
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Christian Democratic networks, is deploying to collapse 
the Andreotti cabinet or maneuver it into a controlled 
environment by some time this fall. The leading tactic 
employed - as throughout the rest of Western Europe
is terrorism and social disruption. 

While the Milan daily Corriere della Sera has taken to 
accusing the PCI of "paranoia" for construing 
everything as an attack on the party, the general 
secretary of the Italian Socialist Party (PSI) and the 
vice-president of the ruling Christian Democratic Party 
(DC) have both begun to denounce the DC-PCI govern
mental alliance. Last week, the vice-president of the DC 
(and leader of that party's "Base" faction, founded by 
Cuccia), Giovanni Galloni, reversed his former position 
and issued a scathing polemic against the PCI as a party 
biding its time to stab the DC in the back. The following 
week, Galloni was echoed by PSI general secretary 
Bettino Craxi, who. in much the same terms, warned in 
the pages of Le Monde against the PCl's "Machia
vellian" intentions. The consummation of the DC-PCI 
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alliance in the so-called "'historic compromise," Craxi 
threatened, would be met with the fullest resistance and 
denunciation by the Socialists. 

With the DC "Fabian" wing, typified by Galloni, at
tempting together with the PSI leadership to isolate the 
PCI and Prime Minister Andreotti politically, a cam
paign is being organized by the most notorious cor
poratist in the trade-union movement, Giorgio Ben
venuto of the national UIL confederation, to mobilize the 
mass of 650,000 unemployed Italian youth against the 
joint PC I-government economic program. 

On Sept. 6, Benvenuto announced his campaign for a 
nationwide anti-unemployment drive aimed directly 
against the legislation worked out by the government in 
conjunction with the Communists to deal with the 
problem. A counter-statement was immediately issued 
by PCI Central Committee member Cervetti, warning 
that the "autonomisti" will be used in this youth 
mobilization to generate a "hot autumn." Already, the 
"autonomisti" have been deployed into the PCl's Unita 
festivals, attacking PCI members by the hundreds in 
Trieste and Milan. Benvenuto's campaign to exploit the 
rage of Italy's unemployed youth is expected to take off 
with a. bang later this month, when a repeat of the 
Bologna riots of earlier this year is scheduled to take 
place in the very heart of PC I-controlled territory. 

The full gamut of the fascist extraparliamentary left in 
. Italy, from the Lotta Continua Maoists to the luridly 

fascist "Indians," is scheduled to hold mass demon
strations in the "Red City" of Bologna for a period of 
three days beginning Sept. 22 as a sign of protest against 
the "sell-out" PCI. When riots were staged at the city 
university earlier this year, armored cars were brought 
in by the local PCI government to deal with the 
thousands of Maoists and provocateurs shipped into the 
city by the trainload. The riots were then quickly 
subdued when Bologna's workers collaborated with the 
police. This time around, the Bologna riots are planned 
as only the first step in a campaign; the momentum is to 
be picked up and carried by the dregs of the trade-union 
movement through the offices of Giofgio Benvenuto. The 
daily Repubblica, controlled by Cuccia's ally Giovanni 
Agnelli of FIAT, has already published the first three 
installments in a series of articles by the notorious City of 
London flunkey Giorgio Bocca (a Socialist fellow
traveller) designed to give the "autonomisti" 
provocateurs the cover of legitimacy. Characterizing 
the "autonomisti" as "impoverished and tough 
Leninists," Bocca urges their cooperation with the trade 
unions in order to "solve" the problem of youth unem
ployment - by generating terrorism and chaos 
throughout the country. 

French Steps Toward Terrorist Crackdown 
The government of France has recently undertaken a 

crackdown on terrorist networks and training grounds 
located on French soil. In large part, the crackdown is a 
feature of the French thrust for economic cooperation 
with West Germany, and has included a belated effort to 
locate terrorist figure Klaus Croissant, wanted in West 
Germany and living in France in recent months. It has 
also included raids on the psychiatric clinics and 
"agricultural communes" operated as terrorist
selection centers on French and contiguous territory by 
Interpol and coordinating British-based and other in
telligence networks. 

But to date, the Fre�ch government has been impeded 
in its current crackdown by evident infiltration and 
contamination of government offices and police forces by 
the same, identified intelligence networks associated 
with the international banking operations of the Chase 
Manhattan and Lazard Freres groups. 

Nevertheless, and French crackdown is real, and 
coincides with other indications that European govern
ments may soon take the action required to stop 
terrorism for good. Its first salvo was fired in mid
August, with the publication of exposes in the con
servative southern paper, Le Meridional, targeting a 
number of "agricultural communes" concentrated in the 
southest of France as obvious terrorist training centers. 
With connections and support from the Club of Rome's 
Sicco Mansholt, Swiss banking, and the United Nations' 
"Food and Agricultural Organization," communes in 
France's Ardeche Department such as that of For
calquier, and others in France, Switzerland, and Austria 
named by Le Meridional, were the source of the Corsican 

and Basque "autonomist" terrorist movements which 
are controlled by agencies resident in· London and 
associated with the British crown. 

On Sept. 1, the "liberal" daily Le Monde protested that 
the communes, as "experiments" in returning to nature, 
were threatened by "rumors" such as those circulated 
by Le Meridional. Nevertheless, the French government 
this week issued an arrest warrant for one Pierre Conty, 
founder of a "commune" in the Ardeche region which 
functions as part of the overall network of training 
grounds. An all-out mobilization of available police 
forces from Lyon, Grenoble, and Montpellier is un
derway in the area to find Conty, whose fingerprints 
were found on a pair of glasses in an automobile used to 
carry out an Aug. 25 hold-up of the Credit Agricole 
(agricultural credit bank) in Villefort, in which one 
policeman and two passers-by were killed. Another 
member of the commune is also wanted as a witness in 
the killings. 

This week the government also decided to suspend 
state funding for a clinic at the Saint-Anne psychiatric 
hospital known as Etienne Roussel. This clinic, which 
will shut down as a result, is roughly the French 
equivalent of the Lincoln Detoxification clinic in New 
York, where drug addicts have been brainwashed 'and 
turned into the police-killers of the Black Liberation 
Army. Saint-Anne was itself started shortly before World 
War II by Jacques Lacan, a "psychologist" who trained 
many of France's leading Maoists at the Ecole Normale 
Superieure in time to play a role in the May 1968 uprising 
against De Gaulle. 

Lacan, who has taught at Saint-Anne for four years, 
. 
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